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DISCIPLINES AND IDEAS IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES 
 

Name: ______________________________________ Date: ____________________ 

 

Grade: _____________________________________ Section: ___________________ 

 

 

 

     QUARTER:  4TH      WEEK:1 
 

➢ MELC(s): Examine the key concepts and ideas of Filipino thinkers in the Social Sciences 

rooted in Filipino language/s and experiences: 

▪ 19th Century (Isabelo delos Reyes, Jose Rizal, others) 

▪ 20th Century (Sikolohiyang Pilipino, Pantayong Pananaw, others) 

➢ Topic: Filipino Social Thinkers 

➢ Objectives:  

• Identify the key concepts/ideas influenced by the Filipino social thinkers. 

• Explain the importance of the Pantayong Pananaw in teaching/learning Social 

Science subjects. 

• Compare and contrast at least two (2) ideas of the Filipino thinkers. 

 

 

 

 

INFORMATION SHEET 
 

LESSON NO. 1 “19TH CENTURY FILIPINO THINKERS AND THEIR IDEAS OF SOCIAL 
THEORY AND SOCIALISM” 

 

Jose P. Rizal 
 

 Our national hero, was one of the Filipinos who asked for reforms. These reforms will grant 

the ultimate dream of the reformists; assimilation. Filipinos will be given the rights that they 

deserve. Rizal choose to seek for reforms than to start a revolution because he knew that 

Philippines was not yet ready to stand on its own (during his time). Rizal used his liberal ideas in 

asking for reforms. 

 Rizal denied the existence of the 1896 Revolution because he didn’t want his conscience 

to be marred by the blood of his countrymen who will inevitably suffer because of their 

unpreparedness for a full-scale revolution. Moreover, he believed that this will not make the 

Philippines a better country. The Philippine revolution freed the Filipinos from the hands of the 

Spaniards. Although Rizal had revolutionary ideas, he was not for armed revolution per se. He 

was more for the gradual and peaceful one. One that is catalyzed by the education for the people. 

 He reasoned out that when subject people are educated, intelligent, and have become 

aware of their human rights, they would have self-determination and they would strive to be free 

Let Us Discover 
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from their mother country. When this revolution happens, drastic changes will occur in the political, 

economical, social, religious and intelligence sphere of a society paving the way for its 

independence someday. 

 Even though Rizal did not actually support the revolution, we can say that he also 

contributed in this revolution. His works and writings were the corner stone of the revolution and 

he was indeed an inspiration for the Katipuneros during those times. Rizal’s life was devoted to 

his country (Philippines). His works and writings were evidence for his noble act as a reformist. 

 Jose Rizal had a political agenda to unite the Filipinos expatriates in Spain and seek 

reforms for the native country. Thus, while studying medicine in madrid, Rizal read a lot and was 

familiar with the ideas of Volatire and other Enlightenment thinkers. 

 

Isabelo delos Reyes 

 During the American occupation of the Philippines, delos Reyes openly attacked the 

Americans and defended the First Philippine Republic that was established by Emilio Aguinaldo 

in January 1899. He was the founder and editor of two periodicals in Madrid, Spain namely, El 

defensor de Filipinas and Filipinas Ante Europa. He also wrote two books in Spain. These are 

Independencia y Revolucion and La Religion de Katipunan. The former called on Filipinos to 

continue the war against the United States while the latter explained the KKK’s organization and 

teachings. 

 Delos Reyes was known in Philippine history for organizing the labor union in the 

Philippines, the Union Obrera Democratica on February 2, 1902, delos Reyes was named 

President while Hermenegildo Cruz served as secretary of the Union. He also founded the La 

Redencion del Obrero (The Redemption of the Laborer), the first labor newspaper in the 

Philippines which rallied for the rights of the ordinary laborers. As the first president of the Union, 

delos Reyes also initiated the celebration of the first Labor Day on May 1, 1902. Delos Reyes’ 

inspiration to establish a labor union in the Philippines was based from his readings of the works 

of European thinkers namely, Karl Marx, Friedrich Engels, Victor Hugo, Pierre Joseph Proudhon, 

Mikhail Bakunin, and other European socialists. Their works inspired delos Reyes to introduce the 

concept of socialism into the Philippines. 

  
 

LESSON NO. 2 “SIKOLOHIYANG PILIPINO”: PHILIPPINE PSYCHOLOGICAL THOUGHT 
ORIENTATION OF THREADS AND CONTEXT” 

 
Sikolohiyang Pilipino 
 Sikolohiyang Pilipino studies the development of an indigenous Filipino Psychology. It was 

developed as a response to the colonial background of Filipino psychology and the Great Cultural 

Divide in the development of Philippine psychological thoughts Virgilio G. Enriquez pioneered the 

movement. Enriquez considered as the “Father of Sikolohiyang Pilipino, initiated this new 

consciousness and opened the door of developing a systematic way of studying, thinking and 

feeling from the Filipino orientation and perspective (Mendoza, 2007. P.245).  

 Sikolohioyang Pilipino has three major areas of protest against the colonial bak=ckground 

of Filipino Psychology. These includes the following: 

1. As a sikolohiyang Malaya or liberated psychology – Sikolohiyang Pilipino contradicts a 

psychology that perpetuates the colonial status of the Filipino mind. 
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2. Movement opposes the importation and imposition of the industrialized psychology of the 

Developed countries into the Third World. The Sikolohiyang Pilipino reconceptualized this 

aspect into sikolohiyang pangkabuhayan or economic/livelihood psychology. 

3. Developmet]nt of a sikolohiyang mapagpalaya as an opposition to the use of psychology 

to exploit the masses. (Enriquez, 2007, p. 39) 

 

This new consciousness on Philippine psychology, Enriquez (2007, p. 39) called as 

Sikolohiyang Pilipino emerged by using local languages as a tool for the “identification and 

rediscovery of indigenous concepts”. The movement believes that the Filipino language for the 

expression of Philippine realities together with the “development of a scientific literature that 

embodies the psychology of the Filipino people” (Enriquez 2007, p. 39) 

 

 According to Enriquez, Filipinos have the term kapwa where the “other” is not only 

experienced on the outside but also on the inside. Kapwa is a core concept of the Sikolohiyang 

Pilipino that emphasizes the unity of the self with others. Kapwa recognizes shared identity. It 

arises from the awareness of a shared identity with others. Pakikipagkapwa has a more profound 

and deeper meaning. It means “accepting and dealing with other persons as equals”. 

 

 The use of indigenous language can lead to the identification of an underlying precondition 

to the existence of surface values. This is the concept and value of pakiramdam (shared inner 

perception, and feeling for another). A person without pakiramdam cannot have pakikisama and 

utang na loob. 

  

 Enriquez (2007, p. 43) identified eight levels of interrelatedness in Filipino language. These 

concepts serve as basis of interrelatedness and the foundation of human interaction. The eight 

levels range from relatively uninvolved civility (pakikitungo) to total empathy (pakikiisa) 

 

Levels of Interrelatedness in Filipino Meaning 

Pakikitungo Transaction or civility with 

Pakikisalamuha Interaction with 

Pakikilahok Joining or participating 

Pakikibagay In conformity with or in accord with 

Pakikisama Being along with 

Pakikipagpalagayan/Pakikipag-palagayang-
loob 

Being in rapport or understanding or 
acceptance with 

Pakikisangkot Getting involved with 

Pakikiisa Being one with 

 

Pantayong Pananaw 

 Pantayog Pananaw is a discourse within the indigenous tradition that was developed by 

Dr. zeus Salazar, a History professor from the History Department of University of the Philippines 

Diliman and considered as the "Father of the Pantayog Pananaw". He developed the Pantayog 

Pananaw discourse as as response to the westernized perspective of the study of Philippine 

history and historiography. "Considered as the most theoretically advanced and productive in 
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terms of the number of research outputs on the indigenization of the social sciences," the 

Pantayog Pananaw introduces a communication-based theoretical innovation on the study of 

Philippine Historiography. 

Pantayog Pananaw came from the words pantayo and pananaw. The term pantayo was 

derived from the root word "tayo" which means "we". The plural form of the first person pronoun 

and the prefix "pan-" which means "for". While "pananaw" means "perspective" in English. 

Understood as a single term, Pantayog Pananaw means "A For-us Perspective". In 2003, Ramon 

Guillermo translated Pantayog Pananaw as "a from-us-for-us perspective". In this new translation, 

the perspective emphasizes that the "cultural notion is not only the subject and goal of discourse 

but it is also the source of it" (Mendoza, 2007, p. 268). 

Salazar used tayo as basis for the theoretical base of the perspective and not the pronoun 

kami because according to Salazar, the latter refers to "we-speaking to others" as opposed to the 

former which means "we- speaking among ourselves". The Pantayog Pananaw introduces a 

"closed circuit of interaction", a context where discourse is carried on by and among Filipinos, 

without the inclusion or interference of the outside participants or dominant perspectives who are 

unwelcoming to Filipino interests (Salazar, 2007, p. 105). Through this perspective, Filipinos can 

communicate freely through the use of their own concepts, language, thought patterns, manner of 

relating, and interests. 

Salazar believed that prior to the coming of the Spaniards, there was no unified Pantayog 

Pananaw among the ethnolinguistic groups throughout the Philippines. He examines the creation 

of the Philippines as a national political entity through the efforts of the Christianized elites who 

pursued for reforms and the country's independence during the end of the nineteenth century. He 

called these elites as the "acculturated group or the latino class". These ladinos, Salazar argues, 

had every complex and intricate transactions and collaborations with the Spaniards. They helped 

the Spaniards to introduce Hispanic culture into the lives of the Filipino lives by indigenizing and 

translating Spanish works into the native language. They have privileged status because they 

acted as cultural mediators during the Spanish period. 

 The Pantayog Pananaw seeks to bridge the division of society between the elite class, 

intellectuals, and voiceless because their main form of discourse is limited to the use of the 

indigenous languages . The Pantayog Pananaw endeavor to narrow the gap between this "Great 

Cultural Divide" by first constructing a totality or national consensus or pagbubuo to produce a 

"shared framework for differently making sense of the past". The creation of shared framework 

can serve as a basis for developing a common future (Mendoza, 2007, p. 269). 
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ACTIVITY 1: KNOW ME 

DIRECTIONS: Your task is to examine carefully the significance of the different key 

concepts/ideas influenced by Jose Rizal, Isabelo delos Reyes and other Filipino thinkers from 

the 19th -21th centuries to support disadvantaged or unrepresented groups. Write your answers 

on a separate sheet of paper. 

Filipino Thinkers Significant Key Concepts 
Influence 

Examples (Real Life 
Situations) 

1. Jose P. Rizal 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

2. Isabelo delos Reyes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 
3. Virgilio Enriquez 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

4. Zeus Salazar 
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ACTIVITY 2: FIND MY BUCKET LIST OF IDEAS 

 

DIRECTIONS: Your task is to give your point of view on the following instances: Write a 
“Reflection Paper” on one (1) topic. Choose only one. Submit it in print/encoded in a 
scrapbook/folder/portfolio. Create your own title.  

 

A. Importance of Pantayong Pananaw in teaching/learning Social Science subjects/courses.  
B. Significance of the Filipino language in Filipino Psychology.  
C. Maintaining our Filipino psychological thoughts in our daily living, promoting the common 

good, protecting the disadvantaged or unrepresented group, patriotism, nationality, and 
freedom. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ACTIVITY 3: 

Directions: Read and answer the following questions in not less than five sentences. 

1. Compare and contrast at least two (2) ideas of the Filipino thinkers. 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

2. How would these ideas of the Filipino thinkers help evaluate a Filipino’s personality in 

relation to the Philippine culture? 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. Which idea/s from the Filipino thinkers can you most relate to? Elaborate. 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Let Us Do 

Let Us Apply 
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Rubrics for Reflection Paper 

EXCELLENT(9
8-100 Points) 

VERY GOOD(94-97 
Points) 

GOOD(85- 93 Points) SATISFACTORY(80-84 
Points) 

When all the 
possible 
ideas/concepts 
were evident, 
explained, and 
properly 
discussed; 
analysis or 
critical thinking 
of the learner 
was applied. 

When there are 80% of 
the possible 
ideas/concepts were 
evident/properly 
discussed/analyzed/criti
cal thinking of the 
learner was applied. 

When there are 50% of 
the possible 
ideas/concepts that 
were evident but not 
discussed/analyzed/criti
cal thinking was not so 
applied by the learner. 

When there are only 
35% of the possible 
concepts/ideas were 
evident but not 
discussed/analyzed/criti
cal thinking was not 
applied by the learner 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Disciplines and Ideas in the Social Sciences (The Padayon Series) 2016 by Phoenix 
Publishing House, Inc. 

• Disciplines and Ideas in the Social Sciences for Senior High School (2017) by 
Unlimited Books Library Services & Publishing Inc. 

• Disciplines and Ideas in the Social Sciences Self Learning Module by Deped 
Camarines Sur 
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